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Elevator Pitch 
TM

Many students may be unfamiliar with what an ISA is or how they work. An ISA option may 

also be one of many financing options offered by your program and therefore, you need to 

present it briefly but concisely while presenting all of your financing options to a student. 

An ISA, or Income Share Agreement, is a deferred tuition option. With an ISA, the school 

will cover the cost of that student's tuition. In exchange the student agrees to pay a 

percentage of their gross, post-graduation income for a set period of time only if they’re 

earning more than an agreed-upon income.

Why

Definition



When Do Payments End? 
TM

Click to learn more

https://www.meratas.com/blog/ways-to-pay-off-income-share-agreement
https://www.meratas.com/blog/ways-to-pay-off-income-share-agreement


Important Notes

One important thing to note about an ISA is that payments are based off of a 

student’s gross monthly income (often written as gross annual income for simplicity 

sake). This is important to note when explaining an ISA to a student.

Another important point to note is that in some states, an ISA is considered a loan. As a 

results, you cannot use the phrase “An ISA is not a loan” or any related phrasing. 



Pitching to the Media and Media Questions

You may want to engage the media, perhaps at a local level, in order to promote your new ISA program. The 

media may also have follow up questions about why you chose an ISA and the basics of an ISA program.

TM

Start With Your Why
The first point you should make to the media is your reason for choosing to provide an ISA 

financing option. This will vary depending on your goals as a program but a good elevator 

pitch to the media may look something like this: 

“We wanted to make our program accessible to more students. We saw a real need to 

provide a financing option like an ISA. With an ISA, there is no up front tuition that the 

student pays and instead, agrees to pay back a portion of their post-graduation 

earnings for a set period of time once they get a job.”



“What is an ISA?”
TM

An ISA, or Income Share Agreement, is a risk-shifting deferred tuition model. With an ISA, the 

school will cover the up front cost of that student's tuition, which the student agrees to pay back 

post-graduation, by sharing a percentage of their gross earnings.

Since the student only pays-back the ISA amount if the school successfully elevates their career, 

ISAs are said to ‘shift the risk’ from student to school, which is sorely missing in traditional forms of 

education finance.

Members of the media may want to know what an ISA is. In this instance, you can use a 

slightly modified elevator pitch definition (from the above version for use with students):



TM

Media Interviews

An ISA includes a Minimum Income Threshold (or “Income Floor”). If a student is earning less than 

their Income Floor, their ISA payments are automatically paused.  Moreover, since an ISA is not a loan, 

there is NO interest accrual during deferment.  This is a huge consumer benefit, and one that is not 

available with most traditional loans. 

For high earners, an ISA also includes a Payment Cap (or “Ceiling”). If a student is a higher earner, 

once their total payments hit the Ceiling, their ISA contract will terminate early (without penalty). 

This is the case even if they still have not made all their monthly required payments. 

For media interviews, you can also mention some of the differences between an ISA and a traditional loan and how that 

benefits the student:



Additional Media Resources 

Purdue University ISA Program - In this story done by Today, they take a look at ISAs as an option at Purdue 

University. They interview Purdue President Mitch Daniels who speaks about why they chose an ISA option to add to 

their financing. 

Charles Trafton of Edly explains ISAs - Charles Trafton is the co-founder of Edly, who connects investors with schools 

offering ISA programs. He does an excellent job of concisely explaining ISAs and their benefits.

In addition to the above, here are some additional media interviews that may help in navigating ISA interviews: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1yt_hDWnLc&t=143s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZJLZNvgvJE&t=1s


Website Promotion 

In order to have a successful ISA program, it is important that prospective students know that you offer it! 

The best way to do this is to include the offering on your website. There are a few different approaches that 

our partners have taken in adding this into their websites



A Dedicated ISA Page

Many of our partners have taken the approach of creating an entire page on their website dedicated to showcasing 

their ISA program. By doing so, you can go into depth on what an ISA is, how it works for your particular program, what 

students can expect by choosing your ISA options, as well as the many benefits of an ISA. This approach takes a bit 

more time and energy but is the most effective approach when it comes to promoting your ISA program.



Example: Prehired
Prehired 

Here, our partner Prehired has made an excellent page that thoroughly explains their ISA option to the prospective 

members. They include the terms to their specific ISA as well as an ISA calculator to help their members calculate their 

monthly ISA payments. 

https://www.prehired.io/payment


Example: Lambda 
Lambda School 

Lambda has created another standout example of a dedicated ISA page. Here, they include a video explaining the ISA, 

a step by step journey or guide to the ISA, and even includes FAQs at the end of the page. 

Video explaining the ISA 

https://lambdaschool.com/isa


Lambda’s page also 
includes each step of the 

ISA process from the point 
of view of the student 



Lambda has also includes a link to our site as well as our support channels for students which is 

highly recommended.



TM

Adding the ISA Option to Pages You Already Have

Although it may be more effective, you don’t need to have a fully dedicated ISA page to show off your 

ISA program! Simply adding them to your existing tuition or program pages will help your students 

know what their options look like. They can be a brief, one paragraph explanation of the ISA program 

where ever your financing options live on your website that may include links to outside resources 

such as Meratas.com 

https://www.meratas.com/


Example: Wyncode

Wyncode Academy

Here our partner, Wyncode Academy, has included the ISA financing option on their Web Development program page. They 

mention that they have partnered with Meratas to administer their ISA and briefly go over what the ISA entails: 

“ We’ve partnered with Meratas to develop a market-leading Income Share Agreement program to allow three candidates in every 

cohort to enroll in a full-time Wyncode program with no up-front tuition costs. ISA recipients can pay back tuition once you’ve 

landed a job making $40,000/year or more. ISA applications are open for our full-time programs: Full Stack Web Development and 

UX/UI Immersive” 

This passage is specific to Wyncode’s ISA program but some variation of this is ideal to include somewhere on your 

admission, tuition, or program page.

https://wyncode.co/programs/full-stack-web-development/
https://meratas.com/
https://wyncode.co/programs/full-stack-web-development/
https://wyncode.co/programs/ux-ui-immersive/


Example of 
Wyncode 
including an ISA 
option along 
with their other 
forms of 
financing. 

They include a 

link to the 

Meratas website 

as well as a brief 

description of 

the ISA program.



TM

Best Practices 

To effectively promote your ISA option, you will need to describe and market it on your website. It’s best to 

include it on either the program page (like in the Wyncode example above) or on your tuition pages. 

It’s best to include a brief overview of the ISA so that students can understand what it entails. Mention the fact 

that (depending on your program) there is zero tuition upfront. Mention that they will not begin payments until 

they are earning the agreed upon Minimum Income Threshold and mention that their payments are paused if 

they fall below that threshold. Also include the specific terms of your ISA program so that students will know 

what they can expect from your ISA. 

Finally, you may link back to the Meratas website where students can learn even more about Income Share 

Agreements and get any further support they may need.

https://www.meratas.com/


TM

Here are some additional, educational links to include on your website page marketing your ISA program: 

Our quick and easy guide to ISAs - This blog post outlines all the basic, need to know information regarding ISAs. 

Our video on ISAs - This video outlines the basics of an ISA and what to expect when considering one. 

How to pay back your ISA - In this post, we go over the three ways to satisfy your ISA. This is another great resource to link 

to that explains to students when their ISA obligations are finished. 

Our guide to student benefits with an ISA - This post highlights the benefits that students might enjoy under an ISA. This will, 

however, vary by program to program.

Additional Links to Consider Adding to Your Website

https://www.meratas.com/blog/the-easiest-guide-to-isas-on-the-internet-what-is-an-isa
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wL44DU9cXAY&t=5s
https://www.meratas.com/blog/ways-to-pay-off-income-share-agreement
https://www.meratas.com/blog/income-share-agreement-consumer-benefits


TM

Link to Additional Resources 
Here are some additional resources you can consider using when showcasing your ISA program or pitching the ISA to 

prospective students: 

The Meratas Blog - Here, you’ll find plenty of resources for students to learn more about ISAs, their benefits, and what to 

think about when considering one. 

The Meratas Youtube Channel - Here, students can find many other videos about ISAs that will help them better understand 

how they work. 

Our ISA Key Terms Guide - This guide will help students understand the various terms in the ISA contract so they can better 

understand what the ISA entails. 

https://www.meratas.com/blog/tag/isa/page/1
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXKFopWMIA25_fiQTG_0x5A
https://www.meratas.com/blog/income-share-agreement-key-terms


TM

Purdue University ISA Program - In this story done by Today, they take a look at ISAs as an option at Purdue University. They 

interview Purdue President Mitch Daniels who speaks about why they chose an ISA option to add to their financing. 

Charles Trafton of Edly explains ISAs - Charles Trafton is the co-founder of Edly, who connects investors with schools 

offering ISA programs. He does an excellent job of concisely explaining ISAs and their benefits. 

Our quick and easy guide to ISAs - This blog post outlines all the basic, need to know information regarding ISAs. Consider 

this “ISA 101”. 

How to pay back your ISA - In this post, we go over the three ways to satisfy your ISA. This is another great resource to link 

to that explains to students when their ISA obligations are finished. 

Our guide to student benefits with an ISA - This post highlights the benefits that students might enjoy under an ISA. This will, 

however, vary by program to program.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i1yt_hDWnLc&t=143s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZJLZNvgvJE&t=1s
https://www.meratas.com/blog/the-easiest-guide-to-isas-on-the-internet-what-is-an-isa
https://www.meratas.com/blog/ways-to-pay-off-income-share-agreement
https://www.meratas.com/blog/income-share-agreement-consumer-benefits


Although every effort has been made to provide complete and accurate information, Meratas Inc. makes no warranties, express or 
implied, or representations as to the accuracy of content contained herein. Meratas Inc. assumes no liability or responsibility for any 
error or omissions in the information contained herein or the operation or use of these materials.



(866) 539-4580

hello@meratas.com

meratas.com

https://twitter.com/Meratas
https://www.linkedin.com/company/meratas/
https://www.facebook.com/MeratasISA/?ref=br_rs
https://www.instagram.com/meratas_isa/?hl=en
https://www.meratas.com/

